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The TanDEM-X mission delivers high resolution Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data with its main goal to
provide an accurate  global Digital Elevation Model (DEM) [1].  The single-pass bistatic  acquisitions  are
especially suitable to compute up-to-date topography information using SAR interferometry (InSAR), one of
the established techniques  for  elevation extraction from SAR data  [2].  In this  study,  InSAR is  used to
generate  height  maps  from several  bistatic  TanDEM-X  co-registered single  look  slant  range  complex
(CoSSC) products over Alpine terrain in Switzerland. The computed elevation information can support a
variety  of  geoscientific  applications.  Here,  the  topography  information is  used to  identify  landform and
surface changes for selected study sites in the Haute Valais in Switzerland where landslide displacement,
rock glacier movement and glacier change monitoring are ongoing activities  [3],  [4].  Differences of  the
computed height maps to each other,  to  other available DEMs, such as  the Shuttle  Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) DEM, DEMs of Switzerland by the Swiss Federal Office of Topography (swisstopo) and to
height maps from a terrestrial radar interferometer [5] are examined. The potential and limitations of the
computed height maps for applications in Alpine geomorphology are discussed. The data processing for
each bistatic pair included the multi-looking of the SAR data and the computation of the interferogram. Then,
reference  heights  to  update  the  baseline  geometry  model  were  selected,  either  manually  or  by
automatically  extracting ground control points  from available  external DEMs.  Finally,  the  interferometric
phase was  converted to  height  and geocoded.  The resulting height  maps were calculated at  around 5
meters pixel spacing. The obtained height maps show good agreement with the other available external
DEMs. In areas of continuous changes like over glaciers, differences can be observed. This is as expected
since each DEM shows the state of the terrain at the time of observation. As typical for spaceborne SAR
interferometry in mountains, limitations are radar shadow and layover effects resulting in data gaps. Here,
further height data or observations taken with another acquisition geometry  are needed. The computed
height maps provide up-to-date topographic information. And, they can now be used as input to Differential
InSAR  (DInSAR)  processing  for  landslide  displacement  and  deformation  monitoring  activities  for  the
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